Selective discussion and transparency in microarray research findings for cancer outcomes.
We examined the interpretation of research findings and public availability of transparent information on data and processing for 46 articles of microarray studies that had addressed major cancer outcomes. Unsupervised and supervised methods selected molecular signatures with a median of 675 and 50 genes, respectively, but only a median of eight genes or groups thereof were further discussed. Across 479 genes or groups thereof discussed in all 46 studies, 65% reflected specific comments (reflecting external relevant data from other studies or other lines of reasoning relevant to the gene of interest), and 59% of the comments were referenced. Among specific comments, supportive ones outnumbered comments against the research findings by nine to one (270 versus 29). Discussion was similarly selective in early studies and in studies published in 2006. Even in 2006 only 10 of 15 studies had publicly deposited data. Only three studies had scanned images, raw and processed data available. Processing details varied. Public transparency and unbiased interpretation of findings can be improved in microarray research.